
Namaste Suparna Ji,

We are happy to share with you the profiles of students supported under your sponsorship.

We appreciate and thank you for the donation and look forward to your continuous support for them &
also more students.

1. Student Name :- Yashashwini Santosh

Yashashwini Santosh is a vidya chetana scholar hails from Gadag, a town near Hubli in Karnataka. Her
father is involved in a catering business, while her mother is a homemaker. After an outstanding
achievement of 97% in her PUC (Pre-University Course), she decided to pursue a degree in Engineering
with a focus on Electronics and Communication Engineering (ECE) at Bhoomareddy College in Hubli.
Her ultimate ambition is to become an engineer, and she believes that this scholarship would not only help
her achieve her academic goals but also provide vital financial support to her family.

Course :- ECE

Actual fees :- Rs 90,000 /-

YFS Sponsored: Rs 50,000/-

2. Student Name :- Priyadarshini K M

Priyadarshini K M is a vidya chetana scholar hails from Mandya, Karnataka. Her father is a dedicated
farmer who toils tirelessly in the fields, and her mother is a devoted housewife. After successfully
completing her PUC with a commendable 75% score, Priyadarshini pursued a BSc degree at Mandya
University College. Her aspiration is to become a lawyer, a profession that demands immense hard work
and dedication. This scholarship will play a crucial role in supporting her academic journey and making it
easier for her to achieve her dream of becoming a lawyer.

Course: - BSc

Actual fees:-Rs 7500/-

YFS Sponsored: Rs 7,500/-

3. Student name :- Isukapalli sai Deekshitha

Isukapalli Sai Deekshitha is a vidya chetana scholar hails from Vijayawada, Andhra Pradesh. Her father,
Umamaheshwara Shastri, works tirelessly as an auto driver, often working day and night to support the
family. Her mother, Durgarama Lakshmi, is employed in a canteen.



Deekshitha has demonstrated her academic prowess by achieving an impressive 85% in her PUC
(Pre-University Course). Following her PUC, she chose to pursue a degree in Computer Science
Engineering (CSE) at Nimra Ibrahimpatnam College. Her ultimate goal is to become an engineer. The
college tuition fees for her course are Rs 35,000.

This scholarship would provide invaluable support in realizing her dream of becoming an engineer and
alleviate the financial burden on her family.

Course :- BSE

Actual fees:- Rs 35,000/-

YFS Sponsored: Rs25,000/-

4. Student Name :- soujanya siddappa belagali

Soujanya Siddappa Belagali is a vidya chetana scholar hails from Bagalkot, Karnataka. She faces the
challenge of being raised by her single mother, Deepa Belagali, as her father, Siddappa Belagundi, is no
longer with them. Her mother works as a laborer to support the family.

Despite the difficulties, Soujanya's determination and academic excellence shine through. She achieved
an outstanding 96% in her PUC (Pre-University Course) and is currently pursuing a BCA (Bachelor of
Computer Applications) degree at STC Arts and Commerce College. Her ultimate goal is to compete in
and pass competitive exams to pave the way for a career in MCA (Master of Computer Applications).

Course :- BCA

Actual fees:-Rs 23053/-

YFS Sponsored: Rs23,053/-

5. Student Name :- Laxmi hanumanthu

Laxmi Hanamanthu is a vidya chetana scholar resident of YanaGundi, Karnataka. Her father,
Hanumanthu, earns his livelihood as a hardworking farmer, while her mother, Padmamma, takes on the
role of a dedicated housewife. Laxmi has excelled academically, achieving an impressive 95% in her PUC
(Pre-University Course). She has made the choice to pursue a BCA (Bachelor of Computer Applications)
degree at STC Arts and Commerce College with the ultimate goal of becoming an engineer. This
scholarship will be instrumental in supporting her education and alleviating the financial responsibilities
that her family faces.

Course: BCA

Actual fees: Rs 25,000/-

YFS Sponsored: Rs 25,000/-



6. Student Name :- Chandana .R

Chandana R is a vidya chetana scholar residing in Hunasuru, Mysore. Her father, Ramesh V, is employed
in a hotel, while her mother, Baghya, works as a daily wage laborer. Chandana has achieved an
impressive 93% in her PUC (Pre-University Course) and is currently pursuing a B.Com degree at
Gnanadhara College.

Her ultimate goal is to pass the CMA (Certified Management Accountant) examination and secure a job
in the field of accounting. The standard tuition fees for her B.Com course are Rs 20,000. This scholarship
will be instrumental in helping her achieve her aspirations and will provide essential financial support to
her and her family.

Course: B.Com

Actual fees: Rs 20,000/-

YFS Sponsored: Rs 20,000/-

7. Student Name :- Sharanya vithal

Sharanya Vithal Agnihotri is a vidya chetana scholar resident of Bijapur, Karnataka. Her father, Vithal
Agnihotri, is a dedicated government servant, and her mother, Uma Agnihotri, takes care of their home as
a homemaker. Sharanya has achieved a commendable 80% in her PUC (Pre-University Course) and has
subsequently pursued a degree in Engineering at BLD College. Her ambition is to become an engineer in
the future, and she believes that this scholarship will play a pivotal role in helping her achieve her
educational and career goals.

Course: Bachelor of Engineering

Actual fees: Rs 90,000/-

YFA Sponsored: Rs 50,000/-

8. Student Name :- Prathima Manjuprasad kammar

Prathima Manjuprasad Kammar is a vidya chetana scholar residing in Belagavi, Karnataka. She is the
only child of her late father, Manjuprasad Kammar, and her mother, Hema Kammar, who is a homemaker.
Prathima achieved an impressive 83% in her PUC (Pre-University Course) and subsequently enrolled in a



BBA LLB program at RL Law College. In her family, her mother works diligently to manage the
household and support their needs.

Course: BBA LLB

Actual Fees: Rs 35,000/-

YFS Sponsored: Rs 25,000/-

9. Student Name :- Pratiksha Kadappa Hasilakar

Pratiksha Kadappa Hasilakar is a vidya chetana scholar residing in Bagalkot, Karnataka. She achieved a
commendable 82% in her PUC (Pre-University Course) and has pursued a BA degree at SB Arts and KCP
Science College. Her father, Kadappa, earns his living as a daily wage laborer, while her mother, Sarojani,
takes care of their home as a homemaker.

Course: BA (Bachelor of Arts)

Actual Fees: Rs 6,240/-

YFS Sponsored: Rs 6,240/-

10. Student Name :- Ranjitha Shivananda

Ranjita Shivananda is a vidya chetana scholar residing in Hubli, Karnataka. Her father, Shivananda, is
employed as a farmer, while her mother, Veena, takes care of their home as a homemaker. Ranjita
achieved an impressive 84% in her previous academic endeavors, and she has pursued her dream of
becoming an engineer by enrolling at KLE Technological University. This scholarship will provide
valuable support for her studies.

Course: Engineering

Actual Fees: Rs 35,594/-

YFS Sponsored: Rs 35,594/-



11. Student Name :- Priyanka C

Priyanka C is a vidya chetana scholar residing in Yelahanka, Bangalore. Her father’s name is
Changalarya Reddy, he is a daily wager. Her mother’s name is Lalitha K C; she is a homemaker. Priyanka
achieved 75% in her 2nd PUC and subsequently decided to pursue a BCA (Bachelor of Computer
Applications) degree at Maharani College. Her ultimate goal is to secure a stable and secure job in a
corporate environment.

Course: BCA (Bachelor of Computer Applications)

Actual Fees: Rs 7,940/

YFS Sponsored: Rs 7,940/-


